COMMUNITY BENEFITS & ENVIRONMENT

COMMUNITY BENEFITS

• Potential business opportunities for local suppliers
• Creation of around 150-250 jobs during a 2-3 year construction period
• Significant economic benefits for a period of at least 25 years.

For more information about the DCO Application Process, please visit the Planning Inspectorate website.

HOW TO GET IN TOUCH

To ask questions and make comments – www.progresspower.co.uk;

• a series of exhibitions to be held in the local area. Members of the PPL team will do this via a number of ways:
  - the findings of the preliminary environmental studies including construction and decommissioning impacts;
  - the route options of the gas connection;
  - the options for the location and layout of the electrical connection compound;
  - the route options of the power generation plant;
  - the location and layout of the proposed power generation plant;
  - the operation impacts.

The PEIR, along with a non-technical summary, is available to view at the locations listed on the ‘Get in Touch’ page. These documents can also be viewed on the Progress Power website. Information about the Project is available at:

www.progresspower.co.uk

For more information, please visit the Planning Inspectorate website.
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  - the findings of the preliminary environmental studies including construction and decommissioning impacts;
  - the route options of the gas connection;
  - the options for the location and layout of the electrical connection compound;
  - the route options of the power generation plant;
  - the location and layout of the proposed power generation plant;
  - the operation impacts.

The PEIR, along with a non-technical summary, is available to view at the locations listed on the ‘Get in Touch’ page. These documents can also be viewed on the Progress Power website.
PPL proposes to develop a gas-fired electricity generation project which includes a power generation plant and gas connection at Cornwallis Arms, Brome, Suffolk. This proposal is supported by the focus group established by the National Grid for the region, the National Grid’s support for new power generation development in line with its NPSs, and the general support for infrastructure investment by the Suffolk County Council’s Development Plan. In May 2013, at the exhibitions and since, PPL has received and responded to comments on the process and will help to influence the final designs of the Project.

The final decision on the application is made by the Secretary of State. It is possible that the recommendation to the Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change (Secretary of State). The Project is classified as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project, which means that the decision to proceed will be made by the Secretary of State. The Government’s policies in relation to Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects are set out in the National Policy Statement for Energy National Infrastructure Projects (NPS) and the National Policy Statement for Energy Distribution National Infrastructure Projects (DNI). For the purposes of pre-application consultation, PPL has prepared a Preliminary Design Package (PDP), which includes the environmental assessment and environmental information. The PDP includes an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and an Environmental Statement (ES). The EIA includes a Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) and an Appropriate Assessment (AA). The AA includes an Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA) Licence Application. Consultation with property, businesses, and organisations is an essential part of the EIA process.

If you have any comments about our Project, including the options for the gas connection route and the public consultationEmailAddress, please share below.

If you have any other information we should be aware of, please share below.
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